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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we propose a procedure consisting of a ﬁrst collection phase of social net-
work messages, a subsequent user query selection, and ﬁnally a clustering phase, de-
ﬁned by extending the density-based DBSCAN algorithm, for performing a geographic and
temporal exploration of a collection of items, in order to reveal and map their latent
spatio-temporal structure. Speciﬁcally, both several geo-temporal distance measures and
a density-based geo-temporal clustering algorithm are proposed. The approach can be ap-
plied to social messages containing an explicit geographic and temporal location. The algo-
rithm usage is exempliﬁed to identify geographic regions where many geotagged Twitter
messages about an event of interest have been created, possibly in the same time period in
the case of non-periodic events (aperiodic events), or at regular timestamps in the case of
periodic events. This allows discovering the spatio-temporal periodic and aperiodic charac-
teristics of events occurring in speciﬁc geographic areas, and thus increasing the awareness
of decision makers who are in charge of territorial planning. Several case studies are used
to illustrate the proposed procedure.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Web 2.0 applications, such as the social platforms Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, LinkedIn, provide nowadays citizens
with a direct means to spread information in the form of textual messages, images, videos, links and so on, to their com-
munities about the most diverse topics. These messages can eventually report information and comments about events the
authors have been testimonies of (e.g., natural disasters, traﬃc jams, protests, comments on daily news, workshops, call for
jobs), which have spatio-temporal contextual information, explicitly stating where on Earth (geotags) and when (timestamp)
the messages were created. These metadata (geotags and timestamp) are embedded within the content of the message, so
that the analysis of an event of interest can be performed by applying a space–time classiﬁcation.
Analyzing the latent spatio-temporal structure of a huge amount of messages, reporting information or comments on
an event in a social network, can aid to discover the spatio-temporal characteristic of the event, which may be either re-
curring (i.e., periodic) or non-periodic, (i.e., aperiodic). An example of recurring event can be the occurrence of traﬃc jams∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +420 221 914 285; fax: +420 221 914 323.
E-mail address: arcaini@d3s.mff.cuni.cz (P. Arcaini).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2016.01.014
0020-0255/© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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such as “every morning from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. in Milan Central station there is traﬃc jam”; such information can be used
by the administration for planning alternative routes for public transports in that time interval. Another example of regu-
larly recurring event is the presence of a huge number of tourists in a region in speciﬁc periods of the year; identifying
such periods and interested areas can be useful to plan social events and provide tourist facilities. Conversely, an exam-
ple of aperiodic event reported in messages can be related to the occurrence of an extraordinary natural disaster like the
typhoon Haiyan in Philippines in 2013, whose analysis can beneﬁt from the exploitation of the information contained in
messages, to better understand the human perception and the consequences of the event. Another example of aperiodic
long term event could be a social/political crisis, where the long term analysis of social networks can improve the aware-
ness of the impact on the conditions of the populations and reasons of outbreaking of the crisis in speciﬁc geographic
areas.
Providing means to explore the unknown spatio-temporal distribution and density of messages reporting information on
events of interest can increase our ability to make predictions in several contexts about similar events that may occur in
the future, and may support territorial and social planning and analysis.
In this paper, we propose a two steps procedure for analyzing events of interest to a user reported in social networks:
ﬁrstly, messages about events of possible interest are collected based on crawling the social networks; in the second step,
the user can specify some criteria in order to drive an original geo-temporal analysis of the messages dealing with an event
of interest to verify an “a priori” hypothesis. In this second step, ﬁrst a user queries the collection to ﬁlter messages about
an event of interest that he/she wants to study, and ﬁnally a density-based clustering deﬁned in the paper is applied for
performing a geographic and temporal exploration of the ﬁltered messages in order to reveal and map their latent spatio-
temporal structure.
Our proposal is innovative since it is ﬂexible for several aspects: it is user-driven, and allows making several geographic
and temporal explorations to discover periodic and aperiodic events, at local or global scale.
After the seminal work on the evolution of topics in the news sphere [19], many approaches have been proposed which
allow us to explore the contents of the messages created within social media such as Twitter, in order to analyze the polarity
about some themes [8,22], and to identify the initiators and followers by applying in and out link analysis [33].
Other approaches have also considered the problem of geographic or temporal analysis of tweets, like in [16] where the
authors’ goal is to characterize the geographical spread of a communication network, in [34] where the authors examine
information spread in the social network and across geographic regions, in [26] and [32] where the authors analyze the
temporal spread and evolution of news stories, and in [17] where the temporal analysis of retweets is studied. Very few
approaches have considered the problem of geographic and temporal analysis, like in [2] where temporal and spatial anal-
yses are performed investigating the time-evolving properties of tweets and the geospatial characteristics of highly popular
topics, or in [15], where the authors study the geographic distribution and propagation of tweets hashtags and the peak
characteristics of their temporal distribution. These approaches mainly explore the geographic and the temporal correlations
with contents of tweets separately, but do not apply geographic-temporal analysis.
For example, Twitris is an interactive web application that maps temporal summaries of tweets about a number of
selected critical geographic natural and social events, such as Oklahoma tornado, India Floods, and “Occupy Wall Street”
protests. The user can select the time period and one of the listed events to see the summary of the tweets about it within
the time period, but does not apply spatial analysis of the tweets. Conversely, in [3] the spatio-temporal dynamics of tweets
about the same topic are explored with a ﬁxed timestamp of 1 h.
On the other side, there are crowdsourcing platforms accessible over the Internet that allow citizens to freely create
messages of events they have been testimonies of, in the form of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) [7,12–14]: such
applications perform some spatial and temporal analysis of the messages [1,5,21]. For example, the Ushahidi application [23]
allows applying spatial clustering depending on the visualization scale of the map to group messages close in space, but
completely disregards their content and timestamp. It also allows the temporal tracking of the frequency of VGI messages
that deal with a given content, identiﬁed by a term within the textual message. This allows tracking the temporal evolution
of a topic “popularity”, irrespective of the geographic location.
In the recent approach in [10], a space–time scan statistics method to analyze tweets is proposed. It looks for clusters
within the dataset across both space and time, regardless of the tweet content. By this approach, it is expected that clusters
of tweets will emerge during spatio-temporal relevant events, as people will tweet more than expected in order to describe
the event and spread information. The authors apply this approach to identify a disaster in London. Nevertheless, when
different events occur in the same spatio-temporal region, this approach cannot tell them apart.
The objective of our proposal is deﬁning a ﬂexible user-centered exploratory framework for performing both geographic,
temporal, and geo-temporal analysis of a collection of items having an explicit geo-temporal reference. The study of the
spatio-temporal pattern of geotagged tweets has been recognized as providing important information for various appli-
cations, such as urban science, location-based services, targeted advertising, content delivery networks, and social media
research [15].
The originality of our proposal is the ﬂexibility of the approach that allows a user to specify both what is the event
of interest he/she wants to explore, and how he/she intends to explore it, by choosing a temporal, geographic, or geo-
temporal analysis. Speciﬁcally, the proposal permits to identify both geographic events occurring in speciﬁc regions (but not
characterized by a speciﬁc timestamp such as social and economic crises during a long time period) and temporal events
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allows to identify geo-temporal aperiodic or recurring periodic events.
As far as we know, there is not a similar ﬂexible approach for a user-driven geo-temporal exploration of social networks.
A possible use of our approach is to identify the geographic areas where there are many messages created by citizens
about an event, for example the soccer world cup championship, in order to analyze where soccer is more popular.
Conversely, another possible use is identifying if an event, as a tennis match, is reported in many messages created
simultaneously, for example during the tennis match itself: this could give an indication of how many people were looking
at the tennis match on TV at a global scale, i.e., irrespective of their geographic location.
Another use of the approach is to identify messages that have been created simultaneously in a given region about an
event, for example to identify the geographic regions where a sport match on TV has obtained the highest audience.
Finally, our proposal permits to identify events that are periodically reported in messages created in geographic regions at
speciﬁc time periods, as every day, every week, every month, etc. This may be useful to detect messages reporting recurring
events such as traﬃc jams in the morning and evening in speciﬁc streets, which can reveal and help understand human
behaviors (for example, the attitude to complain about traﬃc jam more in the evening rather than in the morning) and the
geographic-dependent life style patterns of citizens (for example, different rush hours depending on the region).
The exploratory functions we propose for carrying out geo-temporal analysis of recurring and aperiodic events reported
in geotagged messages are deﬁned based on different instantiations of an original density-based geo-temporal clustering
algorithm, named GT-DBSCAN. GT-DBSCAN is deﬁned in this paper as an extension of the classic DBSCAN algorithm [11] and
it uses distinct geo-temporal distance measures deﬁned in the paper too. Notice that the clustering algorithm can group
entities based on a geographic distance measure, instead of a Euclidean distance, so as to better model events occurring at
a global scale on Earth.
Although this density-based clustering has been conceived for a geo-temporal analysis of social network messages, it
must be outlined that it can be applied to analyze any collection of items having geotags and timestamp.
In the paper, in Section 2 we review the related literature. Section 3 presents the framework we are proposing, and
Section 4 introduces some functions we use to derive the temporal features from the social messages. Section 5 describes
the proposed density-based geo-temporal clustering algorithm and some geo-temporal measures. Section 6 discusses some
results obtained by the application of such functions, and the conclusions in Section 7 summarize the main achievements.
2. Related literature
Our proposal is related to both the problem of spatio-temporal mining of events in social networks, and density-based
clustering algorithms for spatio-temporal data.
Until now spatio-temporal mining in social networks has been intended with the purpose of either identifying groups of
people whose activities on the social network co-occur in space and time or to identify frequent co-occurring tags in social
media like Flickr [35].
Our meaning is different and refers to detecting events, reported by many people either close in space or in time, or even
both in space and time, within social networks as in [28] where detection of earthquakes is done considering Twitter as a
social sensor.
Events in social networks can be identiﬁed by analyzing the spatial-temporal and content information of the messages.
Events might have active participants, and they are of large scale, that is many users experience them; moreover, they may
inﬂuence people’s life and this is why they are reported in many messages in the same or close periods of time in social
networks. Thus, events have a temporal reference [25], and generally also have a spatial reference, so that also their location
can be identiﬁed. Such events include social events such as economic crisis, sports events, exhibitions, accidents, political
campaigns, and also natural events such as storms, hurricanes, and earthquakes.
In [28], an approach to use Twitter messages (tweets) to identify events is proposed based on the assumption that each
Twitter user is regarded as a sensor and each tweet as sensory information affected by noise. Thus, event detection is re-
duced to the problem of object detection having spatial and temporal references and is approached based on the application
of an SVM classiﬁer.
A simpliﬁcation of the problem of mining events in social media is the assumption that nowadays, in most of the social
networks, the geo-location of the creators of the message is captured by the GPS device from which the message is sent
and is encoded by a geotag in the message, and the time of the creation of the message from a mobile device is the time
of observation of the event dealt with in the message.
Although messages with explicit geotags are still a minority of the whole messages exchanged within social contexts, the
growing diffusion of smart devices equipped with GPS sensors allows us to guess that they will grow in the near future.
For example, since 2009, Twitter released the location service that enables mobile users to publish their tweets with
latitude and longitude. Our approach needs that messages have explicit geographic and temporal references, as in [18].
Other approaches, like [9], extract from the message the geographic reference; however, this is not the topic of the current
paper, and so we only consider geotagged messages. In fact, the focus of this paper is to deﬁne a ﬂexible procedure to
collect and cluster messages about an event of interest based on their geo-temporal attributes. Thus, the applicability of the
approach goes beyond the scope of social network analysis.
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Fig. 1. Proposed approach for a ﬂexible geo-temporal exploration of social media messages.A further distinction on event detection in social contexts can be made based on the fact that the detection must be
executed real time, as early as possible with respect to the event occurrence, or not. The ﬁrst approach needs to ﬁlter a
stream of messages [28,30,31], while the second one can rely on querying a repository of the messages, as in our case.
In order to identify groups of messages which have geotags close in space, some approaches adopt DBSCAN algorithm,
such as in [18], for its ability to detect clusters of any shape, which is one of the characteristics of the close geotags of
messages whose geographic reference can even change over time. This is also one of the motivations of our proposal of
extending the DBSCAN clustering algorithm in order to evaluate a geo-temporal distance measure between the geotagged
and time-stamped messages. Many density-based clustering algorithms have been deﬁned, such as [4,24,20], suitable to
detect groups of objects whose spatial or spatio-temporal distribution can have different shapes, but they have been applied
in other data mining context applications different from social networks.
As far as we know, no approaches have been proposed for an integrated geographic-temporal analysis of messages in
social contexts, while most approaches mainly explore separately the geographic and the temporal relations among the
messages. Moreover, no clustering algorithm has been deﬁned for identifying recurring periodic geographic events that are
of interest for some application context, such as the identiﬁcation of the streets and the hours of the day where “traﬃc
jams” occur regularly, which can help territorial planning.
Our approach takes inspiration from the Spatio-Temporal DBSCAN (ST-DBSCAN) clustering algorithm [4] in order to deﬁne
a geo-temporal DBSCAN (GT-DBSCAN). While the DBSCAN algorithm uses only one distance to measure the closeness of data
in space (generally the Euclidean distance), ST-DBSCAN supports two dimensional spatial data, by deﬁning the similarity
based on the conjunction of two density tests, one based on the spatial distance and the other one based on the temporal
distance.
As discussed in the following section, we deﬁned integrated spatio-temporal distance measures as in [24]. We replace
the Euclidean distance with a geographic distance to detect an event at a global scale, extend the temporal distance so
as to deﬁne also a modulo temporal distance, in the case one wants to detect recurrent periodic events, and combine the
geographic and temporal dimensions in a non-compensative way so as to achieve a clear interpretation of the generated
clusters.
Thus, our GT-DBSCAN proposal is innovative not only for the geo-temporal distance it uses, but also because it can iden-
tify geo-temporal clusters of periodically recurrent events. We deﬁned the algorithm by extending the DBSCAN algorithm
(and not ST-DBSCAN) because several distance measures can be employed which can neglect either the geographic or the
temporal dimension, thus performing only a temporal analysis at a global scale or geographic analysis of long term events.
3. Exploratory framework of social media
The proposed procedure is depicted in Fig. 1.
We assume that a set of social sources of information exist, providing web services that allow a user to retrieve from the
social sources, through a query, the messages dealing with a given content of interest.
Let S = {s1, . . . , sn} be a set of (social) information sources (social platforms). Each si ∈ S is represented as follows:
si = {ni,Mi,wsi} (1)
where ni is the name of the information source, Mi the set of stored messages, and wsi a web service provided by the
information source for querying and retrieving subsets of Mi. Notice that each si (speciﬁcally, each wsi) has its own query
language Q so that each user query q must be translated into a query q ∈ Q when querying source s .i i i i
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m = 〈 f1, . . . , ff〉 (2)
where each fi takes values on a domain Di.
We require that ∀si at least three mandatory ﬁelds exist in each m,
• a geotag ﬁeld fs = (lat,lon), where (lat,lon) ∈ R × R are the geographic coordinates of the location from which the message
has been sent;
• a temporal ﬁeld ft ∈ Date deﬁning the timestamp (i.e., the date)of the message submission; ft is represented in ISO 8601
format
YYYY −MM − DD′T′hh : mm : ss′Z′[±hh : mm] (3)
where Z refers to the UTC time zone, and ±hh:mm is the offset in hours and minutes with respect to UTC relative to the
time zone containing the coordinates (lat,lon);
• ﬁnally, a textual ﬁeld fc ∈ {string,[string]}containing one or more keywords identifying the semantics of the message
content; they can be the hashtags in tweets, and terms extracted from the textual part of the messages.
Thus, each message m is represented by a report r ∈ R with r = <fs, ft, fc, url>, where url is a unique resource location
that uniquely identiﬁes the report on its social platform.
The ﬁrst phase of the procedure consists in extracting from the n sources si = {ni,Mi,wsi} (with i = 1,…, n) the messages
that deal with potential events.
To this end, a crawler is run so as to periodically submit a set Q of requests to the n sources, starting from a speciﬁed
initial date, with a given period (for example, at each hour or each day) until an ending date is reached. This consists in ﬁrst
translating each query in Q into the n similar queries qi according to the syntax of the sources (similar with respect to their
meaning) and then in periodically invoking the web services wsi of the targeted sources with the translated queries qi,so
as to retrieve only the messages whose content satisﬁes qi. The retrieved messages are parsed to extract their geotag ﬁeld
fs, temporal ﬁeld ft, and content ﬁeld fc, and are added to the collection R(Q) of the messages satisfying the set of queries.
When the ending date is reached, the collection R(Q) is ready for the subsequent user-centered exploration.
A user can select a subset of reports dealing with a topic of his/her interest by querying the collection R(Q) through the
speciﬁcation of a query q deﬁned as the conjunction of a content based, a spatial based, and a temporal based condition. The
content based condition is expressed by a list of terms that are evaluated against fc as in the vector space model; the spatial
based condition is expressed by a pair of geographic coordinates deﬁning the low left and up right corners of the interesting
geographic Bounding Box (BB) where the ﬁeld fs of the reports must be contained, thus the implicit spatial operator is fs ⊂
BB; the temporal based condition speciﬁes the time range [tstart, tend] delimiting the lower and upper creation dates of the
reports of interest; the implicit temporal operator is ft ∈ [tstart, tend].
The reports in R(q) that satisfy the user query are ﬁnally clustered by applying the proposed GT-DBSCAN clustering
algorithm with an indication of the desired distance measure to use, which depends on the kind of analysis one intends to
perform, as described in Section 5.
4. Time representation
In order to deal with time in the clustering process, we adopt a homogenous representation of the temporal component
[6] that permits to arrange events on a directed numeric time line with a given granularity, so that the computation of the
time distance between two events is possible.
We assume as origin of the time line the Unix epoch, hereafter indicated by dO = 1970-01-01T00:00Z, and the ﬁnest
granularity the seconds, so that the time distance between two events is expressed in seconds.
Therefore, when the time granularity in seconds is appropriate for the analyses we are carrying out, we have to convert
each temporal ﬁeld ft of each report (given in ISO 8601 format) into a point of the time line, that is obtained by computing
the distance in seconds of the date ft from the time origin dO.
Nevertheless, for some events and purposes it may be irrelevant to evaluate their time distance from the origin in sec-
onds. For example, in the case of messages about a sport match, it may be interesting to know if they are created when the
match has been shown on TV: in this case, the hour could be chosen as appropriate granularity, so that the messages sent
during the match have the same time distance from the time origin of the match. To this end, we introduce the notion of
time unit.
4.1. Time unit
Since one can be interested in considering events using distinct time granularities, we introduce the notion of time
unit G.
A time unit G is always multiple of the basic time unit (Gs, the time unit of seconds) and possibly also of another not
basic time unit. For example, the time unit of minutes is Gm = 60Gs, and the time unit of hours is G = 60Gm = 3600Gs.h
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are not discernible assuming G as time unit. For example, events related to timestamps 2013-07-24T14:36:05Z and 2013-
07-24T14:36:48Z are different when using the basic time unit of seconds Gs, whereas they are indiscernible when the time
unit is minutes Gm.
4.2. Time point
Given a time unit G, we identify a time point with [t, G], where t is the number of granules of unit G from the time origin
(the Unix epoch). In order to compute a time point starting from a date (as deﬁned in (1)) and a time unit G, we introduce
two functions.
4.2.1. Function getTimePointUTC
Given a temporal ﬁeld c ∈ Date as deﬁned in (3) and a time unit G, function getTimePointUTC computes the number of
granules of type G contained between ft and the time origin dO, i.e.,
getTimePointUTC : Date × {Gs,Gm,Gh, ...} → N (4)
Notice that this function takes into account all the information in ft (as deﬁned in (1)) by transforming it in the equivalent
date relative to the UTC timezone: so, given two simultaneous dates in different time zones, function getTimePointUTC returns
the same result expressed in a desired time unit G.
For example, given the following dates:
2013-07-23T05:45:20Z (time zone UTC)
2013-07-23T14:45:20Z + 09:00 (time zone Korea Standard Time)
2013-07-22T22:45:20Z – 07:00 (time zone Paciﬁc Daylight Time)
2013-07-22T22:45:25Z – 07:00 (time zone Paciﬁc Daylight Time)
by applying getTimePointUTC with time unit Gs (i.e., seconds), we obtain the same result 1374558320 for the ﬁrst three dates,
and the value 1374558325 for the last date. Instead, with the time unit Gy (i.e., year) we obtain the same result 43 for all
the four dates. This exempliﬁes how we can perform temporal analyses by exploiting the information granule G in order to
be more or less precise.
This transformation is used when one is interested in grouping simultaneous events, such as messages related to a live
sport event at a global scale.
4.2.2. Function getTimePointTZ
Function getTimePointTZ is deﬁned as follows:
getTimePointTZ : Date × {Gs,Gm,Gh, ...} → N (5)
Notice that this function, given a date ft represented as in (3), disregards the offset information in ft ([±hh:mm] after ’Z’)
and assumes the time zone UTC. Furthermore, it truncates the resulting date based on the speciﬁed information granule.
For example:
• dates 2013-07-23T14:45:20Z + 09:00 (time zone Korea Standard Time) and 2013-07-23T14:45:20Z (time zone UTC)are
considered equivalent to 2013-07-23T14:45:20Z;
• dates 2013-07-22T22:45:20Z – 07:00 (time zone Paciﬁc Daylight Time) and2013-07-22T22:45:20Z-10:00 (time zone Cook
Island Time) are considered equivalent to 2013-07-22T22:45:20Z.
In this case, the application of getTimePointTZ to the four dates in the example in Section 4.2.1 yields different results:
getTimePointTZ(2013-07-23T05:45:20Z,Gs) = 1374558320
getTimePointTZ(2013-07-23T14:45:20Z + 09:00,Gs) = 1374590720
getTimePointTZ(2013-07-22T22:45:20Z – 07:00,Gs) = 1374533120
getTimePointTZ(2013-07-22T22:45:25Z – 07:00,Gs) = 1374533125
We can see that, for the dates not belonging to UTC, the computed value is different from the value computed by function
getTimePointUTC. More precisely, the difference between the values computed for the same date by the two functions is
given by the offset in hours and minutes with respect to the UTC.
Function getTimePointTZ is used when one wants to group events that are not necessarily simultaneous at a global level,
but that occur in close units of time (depending on the chosen granularity) relatively to their time zone. For example, if
one wants to group events happening in close hours and minutes, he/she may use getTimePointTZ by specifying as time unit
Gm, so that events occurring in the same hour of the same day and same minutes relatively to their time zone will get the
same point on the time line, while events occurring in different hours of the day (e.g., one in the morning and one in the
afternoon relatively to their time zone) or same hour but different minutes will appear in two distinct clusters of points on
the time line.
Moreover, if one wants to identify periodically recurrent events occurring, for example, at the same hour of the day,
irrespective of the day, month, and year, he/she has to use the functions deﬁned in the following.
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Fig. 2. Example of application of the modulo operation.4.3. Time interval
With [n,G] we identify a time interval of n granules of the time unit G. Note that the time interval is not related to the
time origin. Moreover, notice that a time interval (as a time point) is a multiple of the basic time granule of seconds Gs (i.e.,
[ n,G] = [ mn,Gs], with m ∈ N and G = m·Gs).
4.4. Period
Given a time line with time unit G, we can specify another time unit named period, indicated by G˜ with G˜= n · G (n ∈ N
and n > 1), so that any time point [t, G] of the time line can be mapped into [t, G] G˜ by applying the modulo operation as
follows:
[t,G]G˜ = [tmodn,G] = [r,G] with G˜ = n · G and r = t − n∗trunc(t/n) (6)
where trunc(.) removes the fractional part of its argument.
Fig. 2 shows an example of application of modulo Gm to a time line with time unit Gs.
In the ﬁrst line we have the time points on the time line using the granularity Gs, i.e., seconds. The vertical arrow
represents the modulo operation, deﬁned in formula (6), that transforms the time points expressed in seconds into time
points where the period of 60 s, i.e., 1 min, has been subtracted. The time points 72 and 90 are respectively mapped into
12 and 30 in the bottom time line.
This transformation can be useful to identify events periodically recurring with a period G˜.
For example, if we were interested in social messages related to the traﬃc jam occurring daily, we should only consider
the hours, minutes, and seconds of the message, but not the year, month, and day; in this case, the period of analysis would
be the day.
The modulo operation can be applied also to time intervals in the following way:
[t,G]G˜=[(tmodn),G] = [r,G] with G˜ = n · G and r = t − n∗trunc(t/n) (7)
5. Geo-temporal density-based clustering GT-DBSCAN
In this section, we illustrate the last phase of the proposed approach, which is the density-based clustering of the mes-
sages about an event of interest, retrieved by the user query in the preceding phase.
The objective of the geo-temporal density-based clustering is to generate groups of messages by evaluating the
geographic-temporal distance of their representations as introduced in Section 3.
Speciﬁcally, this phase can be tuned to support several distinct kinds of analyses:
• grouping messages sent by close geographic locations on Earth, neglecting their timestamps, so as to explore the events
from long term, possibly covering a time range wider than the range in which the crawler of the ﬁrst phase was run to
collect the messages. An example of such analysis is to explore the geographic regions more interested by an economic,
political or social crisis;
• grouping messages simultaneously sent, neglecting their geotags, to analyze events at a global scale, such as the popular-
ity of soccer matches of the world cup championship;
• grouping messages sent at recurring timestamps with a given period, neglecting their geotags, to analyze periodic events
at a global scale, such as to identify the hours of the day in which traﬃc jams are reported more often on Earth;
• grouping messages simultaneously sent by close geographic locations on Earth to analyze global events at a local scale,
such as the popularity of the soccer matches of the world cup championship in each region;
• grouping messages sent by close geographic locations on Earth at recurring timestamps with a given period G˜ to analyze,
for example, the hours when most often traﬃc jams occur in each region.
The assumptions of our approach are the following:
• one must have a hypothesis to test, i.e., an idea, although vague, of the duration and of the periodicity of an event
he/she intend to analyze, and an idea of the spread of the event at a local or a global scale. For example, in the case of
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events the granularity of the analysis could be the day since considering hours could be meaningless. The soccer world
cup championship can be assumed popular at a global scale, while “a pop singer tour” can be object of many local
comments;
• one does not know the shape of the groups;
• each group might have a different shape;
• the number of groups is not known in advance; they may be many or a few;
• we want to apply some density-based clustering, since the assumption is that many messages on the same topic, gen-
erated in a close area and/or sent simultaneously or at periodic timestamp, are indications of the popularity of some
event.
To this end, we need to apply some kind of unsupervised spatio-temporal mining approach using a ﬂexible density-based
criterion to drive the grouping, allowing in this way to test the hypothesis.
Density-based clustering algorithms have a wide applicability in unsupervised spatial data mining. They apply a local
criterion to group objects: clusters are regarded as regions in the data space where the objects are dense, and which are
separated by regions of low object density (noise). Among the density-based clustering algorithms, DBSCAN [11] is very
popular due to both its low complexity and its ability to detect clusters of any shape, which is a desired characteristic when
one does not have any knowledge of the possible clusters’ shapes, or when the objects are distributed heterogeneously
with different shapes, such as along paths of a graph or a road network (as in one of our experiments). Furthermore,
DBSCAN does not need as input the number of clusters to generate, which is indeed unknown in our case. Starting from
the DBSCAN, some spatio-temporal density-based clustering algorithms have been deﬁned, such as ST-DBSCAN in [4], where
ﬁrst the temporal neighbors are ﬁltered and then the DBSCAN algorithm is applied to form the clusters. In this approach,
space and time dimensions are not analyzed in an integrated manner, as it also happens with the STSNN spatio-temporal
clustering algorithm [20]. Conversely 4D+SNN [24] is a spatio-temporal clustering algorithm that considers all dimensions
simultaneously in the distance measure. The distances on each dimensions are aggregated in a compensative way (by a
weighted sum) so that the spatio-temporal properties of the generated clusters may have different characteristics, i.e., very
close in space or time, or even averagely close both in space and time. So, by this aggregation the interpretation of the
whole results is cumbersome and does not shade light on the nature of the detected events. A cluster might be generated
either because its reports have been created by close geographic regions in a long period of time or because its reports are
created in close dates from distant regions. Thus one cannot verify the hypothesis on the nature of the event because the
weighted sum is not enough speciﬁc for the purposes of the geo-temporal exploration.
Taking ideas both from ST-DBSCAN and 4D+SNN, we deﬁned the Geo-Temporal DBSCAN (GT-DBSCAN) clustering algo-
rithm. In order to introduce its deﬁnition, we recap the classic DBSCAN algorithm.
5.1. Classic DBSCAN algorithm
Unlike other clustering algorithms, DBSCAN does not require the number of clusters as input, but it needs a pair of
parameters deﬁning the density of the clusters in terms of minimum number of elements (minPts) that must exist within a
given distance (ε) from an element in order to start forming a cluster.
More speciﬁcally, the DBSCAN algorithm assigns elements represented by points on a spatial domain to particular clusters
or designates them as statistical noise if they are not enough close to other points. DBSCAN determines cluster assignments
by assessing the local density at each point using two parameters: a reachability parameter which is a distance value (ε),
and the minimum number of points (minPts).
A point p which meets the minimum density criterion (namely there are at least minPts other points pi located within
distance ε from p) is designated as core point. Formally, given a set P = {p1, p2, . . . pM} of M points pi deﬁned on the 2-
dimensional domain R2 (i.e., pi = (xi,yi)), p ∈ P is a core point if at least a minimum number minPts of points pj ∈ P exists
such that ||pj − p|| < ε, where ||.|| is the Euclidean distance.
Two core points pi and pj , with i 
= j such that ||pi − pj|| < ε, deﬁne a cluster c (pi, pj ∈ c) and are deﬁned as core points
of c, i.e., pi, pj ∈ core(c). All non-core points within the maximum distance ε from a core point are considered as non-core
members of a cluster, and are called boundary (or border) points: p /∈ core(c) is a boundary point of c if ∃pi ∈ core(c) with
||p− pi|| < ε.
Finally, points that are not part of any cluster are considered as noise: p ∈ P is a noise point if ∀c, p /∈ core(c) and
¬∃pi ∈ core(c) with ||p− pi|| < ε.
5.2. GT-DBSCAN algorithm
The Geo-Temporal DBSCAN algorithm (GT-DBSCAN) is deﬁned by extending the classic DBSCAN described in the previous
subsection, to allow the evaluation of distinct distance measures.
The algorithm is deﬁned as follows. Given a set R(q) of n reports ri , possibly about the topics of a query q, we represent
each of them by a point pi in a three dimensional geographic and temporal space so that pi = (xi1; xi2; xi3), with xi1 and
x corresponding to the geographic coordinates latitude and longitude, and being x = ft the timestamp.i2 i3
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pj (associated with reports in R(q) as well) exists such that
Satisfy(Distance, p, pj, ε1, ε2,G, G˜) = True (8)
where:
• Distance ∈ {DistG, DistT, DistMT, DistGT, DistGMT} is the name of a distance measure that the algorithm can use,
namely: Geographic distance (DistG), Temporal distance (DistT), Modulo-Temporal distance (DistMT), Geo-Temporal dis-
tance (DistGT), Geo-Modulo-Temporal distance (DistGMT). These distance measures are deﬁned in the following subsec-
tions;
• G and G˜ are time units with G˜= nG being a period of time;
• ε1 and ε2 are numeric values whose domains depend on the parameter Distance.
Satisfy(.) is a binary function that returns True when the points are within a geographic distance ε1 and a (modulo)-
temporal distance ε2, while it returns False when at least one of the previous conditions is not satisﬁed.
Two core points pi and pj, with i 
= j and such that Satisfy(Distance, pi, pj, ε1, ε2, G, G˜) = True, deﬁne a cluster c (i.e., pi,
pj ∈c) and are core points of c, i.e., pi, pj ∈ core(c).
A non-core point p is a boundary point of a cluster c if p /∈ core(c) and ∃pi ∈ core(c) with Satisfy(Distance, p, pi, ε1, ε2, G,
G˜) = True.
Finally, points that are not part of a cluster are considered as noise: p is a noise point if ∀c, p /∈ core(c) and ¬∃pi ∈ core(c)
with Satisfy(Distance, p, pi, ε1, ε2, G, G˜) = True.
A value Distance ∈ {DistG, DistT, DistMT, DistGT, DistGMT} can be used in an instantiation of the GT-DBSCAN algorithm as
follows:
GT − DBSCAN(Distance,ε1,ε2,G, G˜,MinPts) (9)
with MinPts ∈ N. Note that the type of distance inﬂuences the kind of ε1 and ε2 that must be used. In the following, we
describe the ﬁve distance measures.
5.3. Geographic distance (DistG)
The geographic distance is used for discovering reports that have been submitted by places that are in close geographic
regions.
In order to compute the geographic distance between two reports, we use an Earth-based distance, i.e., the haversine
formula [29] which is, for our purposes, a good approximation of the real geographic distance on Earth. The DistG measure
is deﬁned based on the haversine formula as follows:
















where the numerator corresponds to the harversine formula, ρ is the Earth’s radius, ra and rb are the pairs of geographic
coordinates of points a and b, ra = (lata, lona) and rb = (latb, lonb) and ε ∈ R+.
Notice that DistG takes values in R+: DistG(ra, rb, ε) ∈ [0,1) when the harversine formula is smaller than ε, otherwise
DistG(ra, rb, ε) ≥ 1. Moreover, DistG(r, r, ε) = 0, it is symmetric (i.e., DistG(ra, rb, ε) = Dist(rb, ra, ε)), and respects the triangle
inequality(i.e., DistG(ra, rb, ε) + DistG(rb, rc, ε) > DistG(ra, rc, ε) for ra 
= rb 
= rc). This formula gives only an approximation
of the real distance between two points on Earth, due to the its non-perfect spherical shape, and, when ra and rb are far
one another, approaching half the Earth circumference, a small error is often not a major concern. For analyses at a local
scale, when the Earth curvature is not inﬂuential, we can use the Euclidean distance; in this case, GT-DBSCAN reduces to
the classic DBSCAN.
When ε tends to 0, DistG tends to inﬁnity, while, on the contrary, when ε is bigger than the Earth circumference, DistG
is smaller than 1.
If the reports are originated from a network (e.g., a street network) one could use a network-based distance; for the
distances on a street network, the Distance Matrix Service of the Google Maps JavaScript API1 could be used.
5.3.1. Geographic epsilon
When using the geographic distance, the GT-DBSCAN algorithm is invoked as DBSCAN(DistG, εs,∝, G, G˜, MinPts), where
εs ∈ R+ identiﬁes a distance in km between two reports, ∝ is an arbitrary large positive number, and G and G˜ are two
arbitrary time granules.
In this case, Satis f y(DistG, ra, rb, εs,∝,G, G˜) = (DistG(ra, rb, εs) < 1), that takes the value True when the geographic dis-
tance between the two reports is smaller than εs.1 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/distancematrix
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The temporal distance is used for discovering reports that have been submitted in simultaneous or close time points.
The user can specify a time unit G, otherwise the standard unit of seconds Gs is used. Given a time unit G, the time
points of two reports ra and rb (whose dates are fta and ftb) are ta and tb, computed using function getTimePointUTC as
deﬁned in formula (4). The temporal distance between ra and rb is deﬁned as the one norm distance in the one dimensional
space:





with ε ∈ N (11)
Notice that DistT(r,r,G,ε) = 0, DistT(ra,rb,G,ε) = DistT(rb,ra,G,ε), and DistT(ra,rb,G,ε) + DistT(rb,rc,G,ε) ≥ DistT(ra,rc,G,ε). Fur-
thermore, as ε tends to inﬁnity, DistT(ra,rb,G,∝) tends to zero, while, when ε tends to zero, DistT tends to inﬁnity. Moreover,
DistT(ra,rb,G,ε) < 1 when the absolute difference between the time points ta and tb is smaller than ε, otherwise DistT ≥ 1.
Notice that, applying DistT, GT-DBSCAN reduces to the classic DBSCAN using a one-dimensional block distance.
5.4.1. Temporal epsilon
When using the Temporal distance, the GT-DBSCAN algorithm is invoked as DBSCAN(DistT, ∝, εt,G, G˜, MinPts), where εt ∈ N
identiﬁes the number of granules of the adopted time unit G between two time points associated with two reports, ∝ is an
arbitrary large positive value, and G˜ is any time period. In this case, Satis f y(DistT, ra, rb,∝, εt ,G, G˜) = (DistT (ra, rb,G, εt ) <
1), that is True when the timestamps of the two reports differ for a number of time granules G less than εt.
5.5. Modulo-Temporal distance (DistMT)
The modulo-temporal distance is used for discovering reports that have been submitted in the same or close time points
relative to a given period; the time points are rearranged with respect to a given period G˜.
A period G˜ = n · G (with n ∈ N and n > 1) must be speciﬁed. One can specify also the time unit G, otherwise the standard
unit Gs is used.
Given a time unit G, the time points ta and tb of two reports ra and rb are computed using function getTimePointTZ
deﬁned in formula (5). The Modulo-Temporal distance between the two reports ra and rb is deﬁned by applying deﬁnition
(7) as follows:






where [n,G]− [|ta−tb|,G]G˜ = [(n − |ta−tb|),G]G˜ (12)
with ε€∈€N being the number of time granules of type G.
It can be noticed that also this distance measure satisﬁes DistMT(r, r, G, G˜, ε) = 0, DistMT(ra, rb, G, G˜, ε) = DistMT(rb,
ra, G, G˜, ε) and also the triangular inequality; moreover, it assumes a value smaller than 1 when the modulo G˜ difference
between time points is smaller than ε time granules of type G.
5.5.1. Modulo-Temporal epsilon
When using the Modulo-Temporal distance, the GT-DBSCAN algorithm is invoked as DBSCAN(DistMT, ∝, εmt, G, G˜, MinPts),
where εmt, G˜ and G are used in the distance formula (12). It yields that G˜ = n · G, where n is the number of granules of
time unit G contained in the period G˜ (see deﬁnition (6)). εmt ∈ N (such that εmt ≤ n) identiﬁes the distance between two
points, in terms of number of granules of the adopted time unit G. ∝ is an arbitrary large positive value. In this case,
Satis f y(DistMT, ra, rb,∝, εmt ,G, G˜) = (DistMT (ra, rb,G, G˜, εmt ) < 1).
5.6. Geographic-Temporal distance (DistGT)
The Geographic-Temporal distance is used for discovering reports that are close both in space and time.
The user must specify a spatial epsilon εs and a temporal epsilon εt, as described in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.4.1. The user
can also specify a time unit G, otherwise the standard unit Gs is used.
Given two reports ra and rb, a Geographic-Temporal dissimilarity measure (that does not satisfy the triangular inequality)
is deﬁned as follows:
DissGT (ra, rb,G, εs, εt ) = Max(DistG(ra, rb, εs),DistT (ra, rb,G, εt )) (13)
By using Max as aggregation of the two distance measures, we want a dissimilarity that considers both the Geographic
distance and the Temporal distance.
As proposed in [27], we introduce the rectiﬁer function f (t, β) = tβ , with t ∈ R≥0 and b ∈ (0,1], for modifying the non-
metric dissimilarities computed by DissGT into metrics. A rectiﬁer is a function f : R≥0 ×U → R≥0 that satisﬁes the following
conditions:
(i) U ⊆ R≥0 and infu∈Uu = 0;
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(iii) f (0, β) = 0∀β ∈ U;
(iv) f is strictly increasing in its ﬁrst argument;
(v) f is sub-additive in its ﬁrst argument, that is: f (t1 + t2, β) ≤ f (t1, β) + f (t2, β) for t1, t2 ∈ R≥0 and β ∈ U .
The fourth condition of the previous ones is needed to preserve the relative order of the dissimilarities.
The Geographic-Temporal distance measure is deﬁned as follows:
DistGT (ra, rb,G, εs, εt ) = [DissGT (ra, rb,G, εs,εt )]β withβ ∈ (0,1] (14)
It can be proven that DistGT(r, r, G, εs, εt) = 0, DistGT(ra, rb, G, εs, εt) = DistGT(rb, ra, G, εs, εt). Furthermore, the triangular
inequality is satisﬁed, i.e., DistGT(ra, rb, G, εs, εt) + DistGT (rb, rc, G, εs, εt) ≥ DistGT(ra, rc, G, εs, εt).
5.6.1. Geographic-Temporal epsilon value
When using the Geographic-Temporal distance, the GT-DBSCAN algorithm is invoked as GT-DBSCAN(DistGT, εs, εt, G,
MinPts), where the values for the parameters εs and εt are those deﬁned in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.4.1, respectively.
In this case, Satis f y(DistGT, ra, rb, εs, εt ,G, G˜) = (DistGT (ra, rb,G, εs, εt ) < 1).
5.7. Geographic-Modulo-Temporal distance (DistGMT)
The Geographic-Modulo-Temporal distance is used for discovering reports that are close in space and in time within a
period; in this distance measure, the time points are rearranged with respect to a given period.
In addition to what required by the Geographic-Temporal distance, one must also specify a period G˜. Moreover, instead
of the temporal epsilon, one has to specify a modulo-temporal epsilon εmt as described in Section 5.5.1.
The Geographic-Modulo-Temporal distance is deﬁned as follows:
DistGMT (ra, rb,G, G˜, εs, εmt) = [Max(DistG(ra, rb, εs),DistMT (ra, rb,G, G˜, εmt ))]β with β ∈ (0,1] (15)
Notice that we have applied the rectiﬁer function as we have done in the Geographic-Temporal distance DistGT deﬁned
in formula (14).
5.7.1. Geographic-Modulo-Temporal epsilon
The GT-DBSCAN algorithm, when using the Geographic-Modulo-Temporal distance, is invoked as GT-DBSCAN(DistGMT, εs,
εmt,MinPts), where the values for the parameters εs and εmt are those used in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.5.1.
In this case, Satis f y(DistGMT, ra, rb, εs, εmt ,G, G˜) = (DistGMT (ra, rb,G, G˜, εs, εmt ) < 1).
6. Case studies
In this section, we illustrate some experiments using the geographic temporal clustering deﬁned in the previous section.
For the sake of simplicity, we only consider one single information source s = Twitter and perform several explorations of
tweets: Section 6.1 presents the data we have collected.
A proper evaluation of our approach would require the comparison of the results of the clustering with oﬃcial data of
the event under study. Since we do not always have such kind of information, we do a more qualitative analysis. First, in
Section 6.2 we show the results of the application of our algorithms for different purposes on different collections of tweets
dealing with several distinct topics, that we consider as main categories for the evaluation process.
Then, in Section 6.3 we perform a quantitative evaluation of the geo-temporal exploratory approach by setting up an ex-
periment in which several user-driven geo-temporal explorations on the reports retrieved by distinct queries are performed.
In order to compute the validation measures we classiﬁed each report in the collection as belonging to both a main
category and a secondary category, that is a subcategory in which each category is decomposed. As it will be explained in
Section 6.1, the subcategories are chosen so as to test distinct “a priori” hypotheses on the geo-temporal characteristics of
the event represented by the reports of a main category.
The evaluation experiment is designed so that four user queries are submitted to the collection of reports R(Q), each
one aimed at selecting a sub-collection of the reports of one of the four main categories in which the data set is classiﬁed.
Several geo-temporal clustering are run with distinct parameters and distance measures on each of the four sub-collections
of selected reports. The quality of the results is evaluated by computing the percentage of clustered reports with respect to
all the reports of the category, which is an indicator of the noise, the number of generated clusters, and the F-measure that
is a balance of recall and precision of the clustering partition, representing the ability of the exploratory process to group all
reports of a categories in clusters homogeneous with respect to the subcategories deﬁned for the category. The sensitivity
analysis of such validation measures is performed by varying the parameters and distance measure used by the clustering
run and the best combination of parameters and distance is outlined for each of the four categories. The best combination
is the one that provides the highest values of %clustered reports and F-measure. In particular, the identiﬁed distance measure
that provided the best result on a given category of reports should be compliant with the “a priori” hypothesis on the
geo-temporal characteristic of reports that brought to the deﬁnition of the subcategories.
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Table 1
Tweets of the category “traﬃc jam” partitioned into the distinct subcategories deﬁned by the hashtags in distinct languages in which “traﬃc
jam” was translated.
Dutch English French German Greek Italian Japanese Korean Portuguese Russian Spanish Thai Turkish
225 521 20 105 4 92 15 19 83 134 369 161 118
Table 2
Number of collected tweets in several languages about ﬂoods, storms, inundations.
Chinese Dutch English French German Indonesian Italian Korean Portuguese Russian Spanish Thai
3203 56 40,139 219 65 24,447 660 190 93 183 1350 10916.1. Data
Several queries have been formulated related to the following four events: traﬃc jam, the US OPEN 2013 tennis tourna-
ment, ﬂoods, storms and inundations, and the soccer world cup 2014. The queries were translated into hashtags and daily
submitted to Twitter using the Twitter APIs2 for a period of three months starting from July 2013 (except for the soc-
cer world cup), and for two months starting from June 2014 (only for the soccer world cup). Totally, we collected 139348
tweets. The tweets collected by the queries related to one of the above four events are classiﬁed as belonging to one main
category. Furthermore, the tweets of each category were also associated with a secondary category, i.e., subcategory that
corresponds to the hashtag that retrieved them as described below.
As far as the traﬃc jam, the following query was speciﬁed:
q = ′′traﬃc jam′′
This query was translated, with the support of Google Translate APIs, into the several distinct hashtags {#traﬃcjam,
#traﬃco, #stau, #engarrafamento, …} (i.e., the term “traﬃc jam” was expressed in different languages: Dutch, English, French,
German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Thai, and Turkish) that were separately submitted as
queries to Twitter APIs. The number of retrieved tweets is shown in Table 1.
The subcategories of the traﬃc jam category are deﬁned by the languages in Table 1. So a traﬃc jam report is classiﬁed
as belonging to the subcategory according to the language in which it is written. Such deﬁnition of the subcategories is
compliant with a geographic characterization of the reports.
We collected tweets related to the “US OPEN 2013” tennis tournament by formulating the query “US open” that was
translated into the hashtag #usopen and submitted to Twitter APIs during the last week of the tournament, thus retrieving
5156 tweets. In this case, the tweets were associated with a match according to their dates: we considered the last 8
matches of the tournament. This choice of the subcategories is compliant with a temporal characterization of the reports.
Furthermore, we collected tweets related to ﬂoods storms and inundations formulating the query:
q = f loods or storms or inundations.
The query was translated with the support of Google Translate APIs into the following hashtags in different languages
({#ﬂood, #inundation, #temporale, #storm, …}) and separately submitted to Twitter APIs for a period of two months starting
from August 2013. The number of retrieves tweets is shown in Table 2.
In this case, there are twelve subcategories, identiﬁed by the hashtags in distinct languages, which is compliant with a
geographic characterization of the reports.
Finally, we collected tweets related to the “soccer world cup 2014” by the query:
q = ′′Brazil2014′′ or ′′soccer world cup′′
That was translated into the hashtags #brasil2014 and #worldcup and submitted to Twitter APIs during June and July
2014, thus retrieving 60630 tweets. As subcategories, we classiﬁed the tweets according to the last eight matches of the
tournament (i.e., starting from the quarterﬁnals) which is compliant with a temporal characterization.
6.2. Clustering single categories of items using distinct distance measures
In order to exemplify the utility of using the different distance measures, in this section we only consider the tweets
related to the traﬃc jam and those related to the tennis tournament. For each distance, we use the category that is more
suitable for showing the performance of the clustering algorithm.
The validation of the approach by considering all the collected tweets is discussed in Section 6.3.2 https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api
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Fig. 3. Results of the GT-DBSCAN clustering using the Geographic distance DistG in formula (10) – “Traﬃc jam” in Bangkok.6.2.1. Geographic clustering
Geographic clustering by GT-DBSCAN can be very useful to identify local regions interested by long term traﬃc jams,
where most probably several tweets are originated from the same congested area.
Fig. 3 shows the results of the application of GT-DBSCAN for the Bangkok area to the tweets related to the traﬃc jam.
The algorithm was run as follows
GT − DBSCAN(DistG,0.5km, ∝ ,−,−,4) (16)
This means that MinPts = 4 and the maximum geographic distance is εs = 0.5 km; different colors identify different
clusters that have been generated. We can see that there is an area with a big cluster in the middle of the city (plausibly, a
traﬃc congested area) and small clusters on the streets entering this area.
Geographic clustering can also be used to identify regions in which people are following the same event. For example,
the geographic clustering of the tweets related to the soccer world cup permits to identify the nations more interested in
the competition.
Fig. 4 shows the results of the application of GT-DBSCAN to the tweets related to the soccer world cup all over the world.
The algorithm was run as follows
GT − DBSCAN(DistG,20km, ∝ ,−,−,67) (17)
This means that MinPts = 67 and the maximum geographic distance is εs = 20 km.
We can see that the world cup has been followed mainly in Europe and in America. Moreover, as expected, the majority
of tweets came from the biggest cities in the world.
6.2.2. Temporal clustering
Temporal clustering by GT-DBSCAN is particular useful for identifying the date and the hours of global events that may
occur all over the globe. In order to show the temporal clustering, we consider the tweets about the US OPEN 2013; indeed,
people tend to send tweets about a sport event while the event is happening and is broadcasted on TV worldwide. Fig. 5
shows the temporal clustering of the tweets about the US OPEN 2013 tennis tournament. This has been obtained by running
GT-DBSCAN with the following settings:
GT − DBSCAN(DistT, ∝ ,10 min,min,−,90) (18)
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Fig. 4. Results of the GT-DBSCAN clustering using the Geographic distance DistG in formula (10) – “Soccer World cup”.
Fig. 5. Results of the GT-DBSCAN clustering using the Temporal distance DistT in formula (11) – Tweets about the US Open 2013.which means that MinPts = 90 and the temporal distance for the clustering is εt = 10 min.
We have cross compared each cluster time range with the times of the main matches of the tournament and realized
that each cluster is associated with a main event. In fact, it can be noticed that the 12 identiﬁed temporal clusters group
tweets created during one of the last ﬁve matches of the tournament, speciﬁcally:
• 5 Sept 2013, 13:06 EDT –23:56 EDT: Men’s Quarterﬁnals
• 6 Sept 2013, 13:52 EDT–18:59 EDT: Women’s Semiﬁnals
• 7 Sept 2013, 10:57 EDT–19:24 EDT: Men’s Semiﬁnals
• 8 Sept 2013, 11:47 EDT–23:04 EDT: Women’s Final
• 9 Sept 2013, 15:05 EDT–23:25 EDT: Men’s Final
We have also realized that the sum of the cardinality of the clusters with timestamp “9 September 2013”, corresponding
to the Men’s Final match, is the greatest, thus revealing that this match has been the most popular at a global scale.
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Fig. 6. Results of the GT-DBSCAN clustering using the Modulo-Temporal distance DistMT in formula (12) – Tweets about Traﬃc jam all over the world are
clustered into two main time intervals of the day.6.2.3. Modulo-temporal clustering
Modulo-temporal clustering by GT-DBSCAN is useful for identifying recurring events that may occur both globally and
locally. An example of recurring event could be traﬃc jam; indeed, if we want to identify, at a global scale, which are the
time intervals of the day in which traﬃc jams occur more frequently on Earth, we can run GT-DBSCAN using the modulo-
temporal clustering distance, by disregarding the geographic location where the tweets have been created. We run the
GT-DBSCAN on the collection of the tweets related to the traﬃc with the following settings:
GT − DBSCAN(DistMT, ∝ ,2min,min,day,100) (19)
This means that the temporal distance is εmt = 2 min, G˜= day is considered as the period of interest, and MinPts = 100.
Fig. 6 shows the results of modulo-temporal clustering of all the tweets about traﬃc jam, submitted all over the world.
Two temporal intervals of the day have been identiﬁed by two clusters, one in the morning (7:41–9:35) and one in the
late afternoon (16:24–20:13); as expected, these are the temporal intervals in which there are more traﬃc jams all over the
world (when people go to or return from the work place). We can notice that there are much more tweets in the afternoon
interval. This may be due to the fact that the temporal interval of the afternoon cluster is wider than the temporal interval
of the morning cluster. However, we do not know if there is actually more congestion in the afternoon, or if people tend to
complain more in the afternoon, maybe because they are tired of their working day and they want to reach home quickly.
Notice that the unpredictability of human behavior is a bias of our approach [15].
Fig. 7 shows the results of GT-DBSCAN using the modulo-temporal distance in the Bangkok area, with a different setting
with respect to the previous run.
In this case, the setting is:
GT − DBSCAN(DistMT, ∝ ,12 min,min,day,10) (20)
It demands less points than before to create a core point (MinPts = 10), and the temporal distance between tweets
timestamps is larger than in the previous run (εmt = 12 min), while the period is still the day. We discovered two macro-
clusters, one in the interval 7:01–8:36 (actually composed of two clusters close in time) and the other in the interval 17:00–
21:16. We can see that the discovered temporal intervals, although similar to those discovered for the whole world, are
more related to the local habits in Bangkok: for example, the afternoon cluster is shifted ahead of about 1 h.
6.2.4. Geo-temporal clustering
Geo-Temporal clustering by GT-DBSCAN clustering is useful for analyzing events in relation with the same geographic
areas. An example of such events may be tweets related to the traﬃc jam: indeed, different people stuck in the same
congested road may send tweets related to the congestion. We applied GT-DBSCAN to the tweets related to the traﬃc jam
by using the DistGT distance in formula (14) with the following settings of the input parameters:
GT − DBSCAN(DistGT,2 km,20 min,−,−,2) (21)
which corresponds to MinPts = 2, εs = 2 km, and εt = 20 min. Fig. 8 shows one geo-temporal cluster found in the city of
Gurgaon in India (August 11, 2013): the same Twitter user has sent three tweets while stuck in the traﬃc congestion.
Fig. 9, instead, shows a cluster found in Jakarta (July 13, 2013) where two different users are complaining about the same
congestion.
Finally, Fig. 10 shows two clusters found in Lima (August 22, 2013 and August 23, 2013).
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Fig. 7. Results of the GT-DBSCAN clustering using the Modulo-Temporal distance DistMT in formula (12) – Tweets about Traﬃc jam in Bangkok.6.2.5. Geo-modulo-temporal clustering
Geo-modulo-temporal clustering by GT-DBSCAN (i.e., using DistGMT distance in formula (15)) is useful for identifying the
periods of time when events regularly occur in relation with the same area. We consider the tweets related to the traﬃc
jams which are events that may have a periodicity in speciﬁc regions; for example, it may happen that a particular road is
always congested in a speciﬁc moment of the day.
Fig. 11 shows the results of GT-DBSCAN using the DistGMT distance on the tweets related to the traﬃc jam in the Bangkok
area with the following setting of the parameters:
GT − DBSCAN(DistGMT,1km,20min,min,day,3) (22)
which means MinPts = 3, εs = 1 km,εmt = 20 min, and modulo = Gd = day.
We can see the congested areas in relation with the interval of time when the congestions occur. Some clusters slightly
correspond to those discovered in the same area by running GT-DBSCAN with the Geographic distance (see Fig. 3): neverthe-
less, in this analysis the clusters have been ﬁltered by the time constraint, and thus they are smaller. For example, the big
cluster shown in Fig. 3 is reduced in size in Fig. 11, since only tweets belonging to the temporal interval 15:08–15:44 have
been kept. Some other clusters in Fig. 3, instead, have not been identiﬁed when considering also the temporal constraint
because they do not satisfy it. The two clusters related to the time intervals 17:38–18:09 and 18:06–18:26 in Fig. 11 have
not been identiﬁed in Fig. 3 since the required number of reports per cluster was too high.
6.3. Validation experiment
Last but not least a quantitative evaluation of the proposed user-driven exploratory approach, by considering all the
139,348 collected tweets in the crawling phase, has been performed.
To this end, we designed an original experiment in which a user ﬁrst selects a subset of the tweets about an event
of interest, i.e., a sub-collection (the tweets in one of the four main categories). Then, he/she applies some geo-temporal
explorations of the retrieved sub-collection by specifying distinct distance measures and parameters for the GT-DBSCAN
clustering. The results yielded by each run of the clustering on the same sub-collection are compared in order to assess
which is the combination of distance measure and parameters that yield the best values of the validation measures. As
validation measures we computed the number of automatically generated clusters (#clusters), the percentage of clustered
reports, that is the inverse function of the found noise (%clustered), and the F-measure, that is a combination of recall and
precision of the clustering partition. Precision and Recall were calculated with respect to the subcategories, in order to
estimate how good is the exploratory process in clustering all reports of a category into homogeneous clusters with respect
to the subcategories.
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Fig. 8. Results of the GT-DBSCAN clustering using the Geo-Temporal distance DistGT in formula (14) – Traﬃc jam in Gurgaon, India.
Fig. 9. Results of the GT-DBSCAN clustering using the Geo-Temporal distance DistGT in formula (14) – Traﬃc jam in Jakarta, Indonesia.The idea is that the clustering run with best performance of the validation measures should reveal what is the most
proper geo-temporal nature of the event, which should be compliant with the geo-temporal characterization provided by
the chosen subcategories.
Given, as a result of the clustering process on a sub-collection, k clusters C = {c1, . . . , ck} and considering that a sub-
collection of tweets is partitioned into j subcategories g1, . . . , g j , the F- measure is computed by applying the following
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Fig. 10. Results of the GT-DBSCAN clustering using the Geo-Temporal distance DistGT in formula (14) – Traﬃc jam in Lima, Peru.
Fig. 11. Results of the GT-DBSCAN clustering using the Geo-Modulo-Temporal distance DistGMT in formula (15) – Traﬃc jam in Bangkok.deﬁnition:




+ 1 − α
Recall(C)
)
with α ∈ [0,1] (23)
In the evaluation reported in the paper, we set α = 0.5 so as to take into account a balance of Recall and Precision.
As far as the recall of a clustering partition, it is deﬁned as the average of the recall of the partition for all the sub-
categories, i.e., the greatest fraction of elements of a cluster belonging to a subcategory with respect to the subcategory
cardinality (|a| denotes the cardinality of the set a), while the precision of a clustering partition is deﬁned as the average
of the precision of the partition for all the subcategories, i.e., the greatest fraction of elements of a cluster belonging to a

















A sensitivity analysis of the GT-DBSCAN clustering was studied by varying both the parameters deﬁning the local density
constraint (i.e., minPts, minimum number of reports), εs and εt (i.e., the maximum spatial and temporal distances), and
period G when using DistMT and DistGMT. Fig. 12a–e illustrates, for the sub-collection of traﬃc jam reports, the variation of
F-measure, of the number of generated clusters (#clusters), and of the percentage of clustered reports (%clustered), by using
distinct distance measures and distinct values of the parameters. F-measure is computed with respect to the 13 subcategories
of the traﬃc jam category. It can be observed that the validation measures tend to decrease in almost all the cases by
increasing minPts. The F-measure is always below 0.25 when using both the aperiodic and periodic time distance DistT and
DistMT, and the geo-time distance DistGT, while it increases to 0.69 when using both the geographic distance DistG and the
periodic geo-temporal distance DistGMT.
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Fig. 12. (a) Traﬃc jams: sensitivity analysis of GT-DBSCAN using the geographic distance DistG in formula (10). (b) Traﬃc jams: sensitivity analysis of
GT-DBSCAN using the time distance DistT in formula (11). (c) Traﬃc jams: sensitivity analysis of GT-DBSCAN using geo-temporal distance DistGT in formula
(14). (d) Traﬃc jams: sensitivity analysis of GT-DBSCAN using periodic modulo-temporal distance DistMT in formula (12). (e) Traﬃc jams: sensitivity analysis
of GT-DBSCAN using geo-modulo temporal distance DistGMT in formula (15).
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Fig. 13. Traﬃc jams: F-measure and %clusterized reports as #clusters (the number of generated clusters) varies when using the distance DistGMT in formula
(15).
Fig. 14. Floods, Storms and Inundations clustered by using the distance DistG in formula (10): (a) F-measure and %clusterized reports as the number of
generated clusters varies, (b) variation of the number of generated clusters (#clusters), %clustered reports (%clustered) and F-measure by increasing minPts
and the other parameters.Speciﬁcally, in Fig. 13, it can be observed that the best values of F-measure and %clustered reports are obtained with
DistGMT, minPts = 2 εs = 500 m,εt = 12 min, and period = 24 h, assuming the values 0.69 and 89% respectively.
This result reveals that the reports about the collected traﬃc jams have a periodic and geographic characterization, since
they have a daily frequency with locally dense geographic distribution (as outlined by DistGMT), which is compliant with
the fact that the used subcategories classify the reports according to their language.
Fig. 14a and b reports the best results %clusterized = 99% and F-measure = 0.75 obtained by applying the geo-
graphic distance DistG on the sub-collection of Floods, storms and inundations, comprising 12 subcategories. In this
case, the results with DistGMT are worse than those obtained by using DistG, so revealing that the collected reports
do not have a periodic characterization, since they essentially have a geographic characterization, which is compliant
with the choice of the subcategories. Also in this case it can be seen in Fig. 14b that, by increasing the parameter
minPts and by decreasing the parameter εs which deﬁnes the maximum distance, both the %clusterized and F-measure
decrease.
Fig. 15a and b reports the best results %clusterized = 99% and F-measure = 0.54 obtained by applying the time
distance DistT on the sub-collection of the US Open 2013 tennis tournament, comprising the 8 subcategories of its
main matches. It can be observed that both %clusterized = 99% and F-measure are stable by varying minPts from 2
to 67 and the temporal maximum distance εt from 2 to 12 h, while they both decrease for values of the time
distance below 2 h. This is also compliant with the choice of the subcategories that correspond with the tennis
matches.
Fig. 16a and b reports the best results %clusterized = 84% and F-measure = 0.73 obtained by applying the time distance
DistT on the sub-collection of the Soccer World Cup 2014 comprising the 8 subcategories of its main matches. This is also
compliant with the choice of the subcategories that correspond with the main matches.
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Fig. 15. US Open 2013 clustered by using the distance DistT in formula (11), (a) F-measure and %clusterized reports as the number of generated clusters
varies, (b) variation of the number of generated clusters (#clusters), %clustered reports (%clustered) and F-measure by increasing minPts and the other
parameters.
Fig. 16. Soccer World Cup 2014 clustered by using the distance DistT in formula (11), (a) F-measure and %clusterized reports as the number of generated
clusters varies, (b) variation of the number of generated clusters (#clusters), %clustered reports (%clustered) and F-measure by increasing minPts and the
other parameters.7. Conclusions
We have proposed a user-driven approach to perform a ﬂexible geo-temporal analysis of information about events of
interest in social network contexts. The procedure has been implemented for analyzing Twitter messages, collected by a
focused crawler by querying the source of messages over a period of time, and subsequently by allowing a user to query
the selected messages and then to apply an original extension of the DBSCAN clustering algorithm to identify geo-temporal
clusters of messages. The approach can be applied to any message which contains metadata related to its geographic location
and timestamp, so it is well suited to analyze geo-referenced messages.
One main advantage of the proposal with respect to other approaches performing spatio-temporal analysis of social net-
works is its ﬂexibility to adapt the exploration to user’s needs. This is done by specifying a query to ﬁlter messages with
interesting contents and then by selecting a speciﬁc distance measure with desired parameters deﬁning the local density
of messages in space and time to drive the grouping. This allows identifying clusters of information items with differ-
ent geographic, temporal, and geo-temporal characteristics. Speciﬁcally, the modulo-temporal and the geo-modulo-temporal
distances have been deﬁned to identify clusters of information items whose timestamps are characterized by a desired pe-
riodicity. As far as we know, there is no clustering algorithm detecting periodic events.
One main limitation of the proposal is the fact that the user needs to have some “a priori” hypothesis on the spatial and
temporal characteristics of the events in order to express the exploratory criteria that drive the analysis that is regarded
P. Arcaini et al. / Information Sciences 340–341 (2016) 122–143 143as a veriﬁcation of the hypothesis. Nevertheless, when one is completely unaware of the characteristic of an event, an
optimization process could be deﬁned, aimed at identifying which distance measure is the most appropriate for a given
collection of messages in terms of internal metrics of the obtained partitions.
As future work, we plan to validate the approach with oﬃcial data of the event under analysis; moreover, we plan to
investigate techniques for (semi-)automatically setting the best parameters of GT-DBSCAN.
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